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ChapTer 2

Experimental Materials & Methods

If you want to learn about nature, to appreciate nature, it 
is necessary to understand the language that she speaks 
in.

- Richard P. Feynman

As shown in the previous chapter, biological photonic structures are assemblies of various 
material components arranged in different topologies. Quite commonly, the photonic 
structures are iridescent, i.e. their colour changes with a change in either the angle of light 
incidence or light detection. Therefore, for a full understanding of the optical properties of 
a photonic structure, firstly its spatial organization has to be known, for instance whether it 
is a multilayer or a three-dimensional lattice; secondly its optical characteristics have to be 
measured, for instance the directional dependence of transmittance and reflectance spectra; 
and thirdly, given the structural properties, the experimental data have to be explained with 
physical theory [1,2]. This chapter describes the experimental methods that are used in 
studies of photonic structures.

1. structural methods

Knowledge of the ultrastructure is a basic requisite for a proper understanding of the 
investigated photonic structure. Conventional light microscopy is of course indispensable 
for observing and imaging the objects containing interesting photonic structures, but it 
is not suitable for analysing the ultrastructure, because the dimensions of biological 
photonic structures are in the order of ~100 nm, below the refraction limit of visible light 
(see chapter 1). More advanced microscopy techniques, such as scanning (SEM) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or atomic force microscopy (AFM) are therefore 
applied to investigations of the ultrastructure with nanometre-resolution. The case of a male 
Tithonus Birdwing butterfly is shown here as an example where the various microscopical 
methods are combined to unravel the structural details that determine the butterfly’s optical 
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characteristics. The butterfly’s general appearance is documented in photographs with 
normal (human visible; figure 1a) and ultraviolet light (figure 1b); figure 1c shows the 
scale lattice at the yellow wing parts when observed with a light-microscope; figure 1d is a 
fluorescence microscope image of a perpendicularly sectioned wing scale, revealing the tall 
ridges above a dense lumen; the SEM figure of figure 1e refines this image, by showing the 
longitudinal extent of the ridges; and the TEM figure of figure 1f shows the fine layering 
of the scale lumen as well as the ridges. Below we treat the fine-structural methods with 
some more detail.

1.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
SEM is a powerful method to gain insight into the nanostructure of a biological photonic 
structure. To minimise charge effects, the structures are first coated with an electrically 
conductive metal, commonly gold and/or palladium. SEM images primarily reveal the fine 
details of the surface structure of an object. Biological photonic structures have a three-
dimensional organization, however, and therefore samples are sectioned or broken to allow 
imaging of the inner structures (see figure 1e). Samples are usually sectioned at glass slides 
by using sharp razor blades. A more sophisticated method of cutting samples for SEM is by 
using a focused-ion beam SEM (FIB-SEM). 

1.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Extremely fine details of the ultrastructure are obtained by taking TEM images (figure 
1f). However, this method requires considerable effort and expertise. Biological objects 
are prepared for TEM by first immersing the sample in primary fixative solution (2.5 
% glutaraldehyde, 2.5 % paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH = 7.4). The 
sample is then placed in a refrigerator at 4 °C for 12 hours. Subsequently, tissues are rinsed 
several times in a phosphate buffer solution, post-fixed for 2 h with 1% OsO4 in the same 
buffer at room temperature, dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol solutions, and 
after transfer to propylene oxide embedded in a mixed solution of Epon 812 (TAAB) and 
Araldite (TAAB). (Dehydration effects of the fixation are assumed to be minor for the dry 
and dead wing scales of butterflies and beetles as well as for bird feathers.) The embedded 
sample is then cut in ultrathin sections with an ultramicrotome, which are picked up with 
copper grids. The sections are double-stained with 2 % uranyl acetate and 0.4 % lead citrate 
solution for 5 min and 3 min.

TEM images show local two-dimensional cross-sections of an object. Insight into the full 
three-dimensional photonic structure can be gained from imaging a consecutive series of 
sections. By TEM tomography, i.e. tilting and rotating such a stack of images, the three-
dimensional shape can be reconstructed [3]. The latter can be achieved also by level-set 
computational sectioning of a modelled three-dimensional structure [4,5]. In Chapter 10, 
we use this approach to determine the orientations of photonic crystals inside the wing 
scales of the diamond weevil. 
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Figure 1: The male Tithonus Birdwing butterfly, O. tithonus, as an example of how structural methods 
work together to elucidate the ultrastructure of the wing scales. (a,b) Photographs of the male O. 
tithonus with visible (a) and ultraviolet light (b) epi-illumination. Note the correspondence of the yellow-
green coloured areas with the UV reflecting areas, indicating a possible use of a combined yellow-UV mate 
recognition signal. (c) The scale lattice on the dorsal side of the forewing (epi-illumination light microscopy). 
The structurally coloured cover scales are on top of a layer of black ground scales. (d) Fluorescence microscopy 
of a perpendicularly sectioned yellow-green wing scale. Blue-induced fluorescence (450–490 nm, 520 nm long-
pass-filter) of the scale indicates that the scale contains a fluorescing pigment. (e) SEM image of a cross-section 
of a yellow-green scale. The scale structure exists of three parts: a ridge array of tall, peaked ridges (R) on top 
of a disordered multilayer in the scale lumen (M), with below a flat lower lamina (L). (f) TEM image of a scale 
cross-section. Bars: (a,b) 1 cm, (c) 100 µm, (d-f) 2 µm.
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1.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

The three-dimensional surface topology of a samples’ surface can be quantitatively and 
accurately measured by AFM. In AFM, the tip of a cantilever is used to scan the surface. A 
focused laser beam detects deflections of the tip that are translated into height maps. AFMs 
can be used in different operation modes that can elucidate different material properties, 
like the surface topology and the stiffness of the material [6,7].

The applicability of AFM for photonic structures is rather limited due to the fact that 
only the surface of a structure can be scanned. Further, sudden height changes cannot be 
adequately measured due to the limited aspect ratio of cantilever tips. However, AFM is 
the method of choice for gaining insight in surface roughness or for surface height maps. In 
Chapter 4, we use a Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM to measure the surface profiles of Jewel 
Beetle elytra.

2. the Bidirectional reflectance distriBution function (Brdf)
A photonic structure that is illuminated with a light source reflects and scatters part of 
the incident light. The photonic structure’s local reflectance characteristics are formally 
captured by the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) [1,8,9]. This function 
connects the incident irradiance Ei, incoming from the spatial angle ωin, with the radiance Lr 
that is reflected into the spatial angle ωin, with θ in being the angle between the direction of 
incidence and the normal at the photonic structure’s surface (figure 2)

    (1).

Figure 2: The BRDF. The BRDF 
relates the reflected light Lr(ωout) into 
the spatial angle ωout to the incident 
light flux Ei(ωin) from the spatial angle 
ωin. Note that the spatial angles ωin/out 
are parameterized in polar coordinates 
φ and θ, with indices i and r for the 
directions of incidence and reflection 
(adapted from [1]).
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The BRDF fλ,pol(ωin, ωout) is a function of four variables, which depends on the light 
wavelength λ and the polarisation. The BRDF’s dimension is sr−1, i.e. the unit of an inverse 
spatial angle. 

Animals are macro-sized objects with large surfaces and different topologies and thus the 
task of characterizing the photonic structure via a direct and complete measurement of the 
BRDF along the entirety of its surface and all spatial directions is extremely challenging 
and burdensome. Realistically, experimental approaches must be appropriately simplified 
while still generating sufficient data to characterize the light scattering properties of the 
investigated sample.  

3. spectral methods

For spectral measurements on photonic structures several devices are utilised. The 
measurement setup always consists of a light source and a detection system. Common light 
sources used are Deuterium-Halogen and xenon lamps. The workhorse for the detector 
system is a photodiode array spectrometer, receiving light via an optical fibre. In the 
following, we survey the various measurement setups used in this thesis.

3.1 The bifurcated fibre-optic probe
A useful, versatile and transportable device for reflectance measurements is the bifurcated 
fibre-optic probe. It comprises seven light guides in a design where six light guides 
surround one core light guide. The six outer light guides deliver light from a light source 
while the core light guide collects the reflected light from the sample and delivers it to a 
photodiode spectrometer. The light capture is limited to a narrow spatial angle (aperture of 
a few degrees, NA = 0.22 for the probe used in this thesis), which is mainly determined by 
the width of the fibre and the working distance of the light guide. 

The bifurcated optical probe is a very easy-to-use tool for a first ‘quick-and-dirty’ 
investigation of a biological sample. The probe spans a relatively broad wavelength band, 
depending on the used light source and spectrometer type. Large datasets can be measured 
quickly and reliably. The main shortcoming of the probe is the fixed angle between 
illuminant and detection fibres, so that angle-dependent measurements are impossible. Also 
the dependence of the reflectance on the polarisation state of the reflected light cannot be 
measured due to the usage of quartz fibres.

3.2 The integrating sphere
An integrating sphere is used for measurements of the total, absolute light reflectance. 
An integrating sphere is essentially a hollow sphere coated with a diffusive reflective 
paint.  Generally, an integrating sphere features three ports or openings (see figure 3): the 
illumination port is used to focus light from a light source into the sphere and onto the 
sample present at the sample port. The light scattered internally eventually reaches the 
measurement port, where an optical fibre captures the light and transmits it to a spectrometer. 
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Alternatively, the sample can be illuminated from the other side. The integrating sphere 
then is used for measuring the light flux transmitted through the sample, i.e. for measuring 
the sample transmittance. 

The light inside the sphere is scattered multiple times by the diffusely coated walls of the 
sphere. After multiple scattering events, the light intensity inside the sphere can thus be 
considered uniform in any spatial angle. The integrating sphere thus allows measurements 
of the absolute light reflectance or transmittance of the sample. The data are often quite 
valuable, especially for comparing the measured data with modelled reflectance (see 
chapter 3), but also for characterising diffuse scattering materials [10,11].

For this thesis, we have used an Avantes Avasphere-50-Refl integrating sphere connected 
to an AvaSpec-2048-2 spectrometer, with light sources a xenon or a Deuterium-Halogen 
(Avantes D(H)-S) lamp. The angle of illumination in the integrating sphere is about 8° with 
respect to the normal to the surface (figure 3).

3.3 Microspectrophotometry (MSP) 
A microspectrophotometer is used for measuring the optical properties of small areas of an 
object, i.e. the local reflectance and/or transmittance. The object is therefore positioned at 
the stage of the microscope part of the microspectrometer (MSP). The microscope’s image 
plane contains an adjustable measurement aperture, which is in turn imaged at the entrance of 
a light guide that is connected to the detector, the photodiode-array spectrometer. Measured 
reflectance (transmittance) spectra represent approximately the reflectance (transmittance) 
for normal illumination. The spectra are slightly angle-integrated, however, depending on 
the objective aperture. 

The present MSP is custom-built around a Leitz Ortholux microscope with a 75 W xenon 
lamp. The MSP is an important instrument for assessing the local reflectance properties and 
identify different photonic structures within a certain sample (e.g. the reflectance spectra 
of different scales of figure 1c). Especially, absorbance spectra of pigments contained by a 
sample, like a wing scale, can be derived from transmittance spectra of samples immersed 
in refractive index matching fluid to suppress possible errors due to light scattering by 
inhomogeneities. Spectra measured with the MSP are limited to the short-wavelengths, of 
~380 nm, because the glass elements of the MSP have a low transmittance in the ultraviolet 
wavelength range. 

Figure 3: An integrating sphere. The 
sample is positioned at the sample port, 
where it is illuminated via the illumination 
port. The light reflected by the sample is 
scattered and finally transmitted via the 
measurement port to a spectrometer (from 
avantes.com).
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3.4 Angle-resolved reflectance measurements (ARM)
A detailed characterisation of the light scattering properties of photonic samples can in 
principle be performed by reflectance measurements at varying angles of light incidence 
and detection. This type of measurements have been performed with an angle-resolved 
reflectance measurement setup (ARMs) based around two goniometers that hold two 
optical fibres (figure 4a) which allows (polarisation-resolved) measurement of the angular 
scattering properties [12,13]. In this setup, one optical fibre is connected to a light source 
and mounted at the first goniometer with a lens that focuses the incoming light onto the 
sample positioned at the goniometer’s rotation axis. The second fibre, mounted with one 
end at a second goniometer, is fitted with another focusing lens and a polarization filter that 
can be rotated around the optical axis of lens and fibre entrance; the other end of the fibre 
is connected to the spectrometer. The rotation axes of the two goniometers coincide and the 
two fibres rotate in the same plane. The photonic structure to be measured is subsequently 
positioned in the plane of the axis of rotation of the goniometers. The aperture of the fibres 
is approximately 5° (full width at half maximum, FWHM, see figure 4b) and the distance 
of the tips to the centre of the illuminated spot is 4 and 12 cm, respectively. The receiving 
fibre thus samples a larger area than the illuminated spot, but it does not necessarily capture 
all the reflected light. The spatial reflectance profile of a mirror illuminated with a static 
illumination fibre and measured with a rotating receiving fibre appeared to be approximately 
Gaussian, with aperture 5° (FWHM; figure 4b). For comparison, the cuticle of the Jewel 
Beetle (see chapter 4) approximates an ideal reflector; but with an aperture of the reflected 
light of ~12° (FWHM), independent of the angle of light incidence due to local curvature 
and local roughness (figure 4b).

The BRDF of a sample can thus be sampled at all angles of light incidence (ωin) and at all 
angles of radiation (ωout), but in practice only a limited set of angles can be explored. An 
instrument overcoming this problem is described in the next section.

Figure 4: Polarization- and angle-dependent spectrometry. (a) The left-hand rotatable 
optical fibre, equipped with a lens, channels incident light onto the object and the right-hand 
rotatable optical fibre captures the scattered light and channels it to a spectrophotometer (SP).  
(b) The angular spread of the light reflected by a mirror and the cuticle of the Japanese Jewel Beetle of chapter 
4 has a half-width of about 5° and 12°, respectively.
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3.5 Imaging scatterometry 
The determination of the BRDF requires the measurement of the full hemispherical 
distribution of the light flux reflected by a sample, Lr(ωout) = Lr(φout, θout), as a function 
of the angle of light incidence (figure 2). Such a measurement cannot be achieved with 
normal microscopy techniques, but the BRDF for any given angle of light incidence can be 
measured with the custom-built imaging scatterometer of figure 5a [1,9,12,14]. 

The heart of the imaging scatterometer is an ellipsoidal mirror. The sample under 
investigation is first glued to the tip of a pulled glass micropipette, which then is mounted 
at a rotatable micromanipulator. This allows the accurate positioning of the sample in the 
first focal point F1 of the mirror. The accurate positioning of the sample can be observed 
with camera C1 via an additional half-mirror and a small, axial hole in the ellipsoidal mirror. 
White light from the selected light source (either S1 or S2, see below) is focused on the 
sample. The mirror reflects the hemispherically scattered light into the second focal point 
of the ellipse F2 and therefore effectively folds the 180° aperture of reflected light into a 
narrow aperture of about 20°. F2 coincides with the front-focal plane of lens L6, projecting 
the far-field scattering pattern of the object in its back-focal plane, I. A small, opaque object 
positioned axially in plane I serves as a spatial filter that blocks light transmitted by the 
object. Lens L7 images plane I onto digital camera C2. The resulting images are converted 
into polar plots with a Matlab routine which also corrects for optical distortions of the setup 
[9]. 

The imaging scatterometer is a very powerful device in that it allows imaging of the light 
scattering properties of photonic samples for any given geometry. The imaging scatterometer 
can be transformed into an imaging fluorometer by inserting proper combinations of 
spectral excitation and barrier filters in the imaging pathways. We use this technique in 
Chapter 7 to image the spatial distribution of fluorescent light, emitted by the wing scales 
of several papilionid butterflies.

3.5.1 Illumination options
The imaging scatterometer has two light sources, S1 and S2, which allow different 
illumination conditions of the sample, such that different properties of the photonic 
structure can be measured.

Primary beam (S1). The axial, primary beam illuminates the object in the first focal point 
via diaphragms D1,2 and lenses L1,2

 . The angle of light incidence is thus always normal with 
a fixed aperture of about 5°. Figure 5b diagrammatically shows how light from the primary 
beam is reflected by a specular object that is rotated in steps of 15°, from 0° to 45°.

Because of its narrow aperture, the primary beam allows precise measurement of the 
direction of the reflected light (figure 5d). To investigate the specularity of the sample, it 
is rotated by using the goniometer to which the pipette that holds the sample is mounted. 
This gives precise information of the reflectance properties in a specular, θ-2θ-like, 
measurement. However, due to the 90° opening angle of the mirror, only specular angles 
up to 45° can be measured. 

Secondary beam (S2). The secondary beam illuminates the sample via diaphragms D3-5, 
lenses L4,5 and half-mirror H1. Using the secondary beam allows measurement of the light 
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Figure 5: Imaging scatterometry. (a) Diagram of the imaging scatterometer. The primary light beam is 
delivered by light source S1 and the secondary beam by S2. Cameras C1 and C2 document the near-field and far-
field scattering by the object, which is located in F1, the first focal plane of an ellipsoidal mirror (E). (b) When 
the object is specular and rotated over angles of 15°, 30°, and 45°, light from the axial, primary beam (black ray) 
is reflected by the object in angular directions of 30° (magenta), 60° (green), and 90° (cyan). (c) Light from the 
secondary beam reaching a specular object from an angle of incidence of 30° (green) or 60° (cyan) is reflected 
in the opposite angular direction. (d) Superimposed images of light scattering by the elytra of the Jewel Beetle 
C. fulgidissima when illuminated with the axial, primary beam and rotated in steps of 15°. (e) Scattering pattern 
obtained from the same elytral piece, but illuminated with the secondary beam with a 180° aperture.
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scattering pattern as a function of the angle of incidence. Light from the secondary source 
passes diaphragm D5, located in the front-focal plane of lens L5, which is, via a beam 
splitter, confocal with the second focal point of the ellipsoid. The size of diaphragm D5 
determines the size of illumination spot at the sample. Diaphragm D4 controls the aperture 
of the incoming light, which can be changed from ~ 5° to 180°. Figure 5c diagrammatically 
shows how light from the secondary beam with angles of incidence 30° and 60° is reflected 
by a specular object that is perpendicular to the axis of the scatterometer. 

The secondary beam is extremely useful for imaging the hemispherical reflectance 
properties of specular, mirror-like objects. This hemispherical imaging, i.e. imaging with 
an 180° aperture, gives insight into the underlying topology of the photonic sample, for 
instance by imaging the iridescence of a photonic structure in a single image (figure 5e; see 
also chapters 4, 5, 8 and 9, ref. [15]).

3.5.2  Spectroscopic measurements
We added a spectrophotometer setup (SP) to measure the reflectance spectrum of small 
areas in the far-field scattering pattern, i.e. the spectrum of light reflected into certain 
reflection angles (φout,θout). A CCD detector array spectrometer (SP) samples a small area 
of the scattered light pattern via half-mirror H2, lens L8 and one channel of a bifurcated 
light-guide (effective aperture ~4°). The other channel of the bifurcated light-guide was 
connected to a light source S3, the light of which was focused by L8 onto mirror M, which 
is conjugated to plane I by half-mirror H2. The area sampled by spectrophotometer SP 
can be directly identified, because the light beam that is reflected by mirror M is partly 
reflected by H2 towards lens L7 and is then directed to camera C2. Lateral displacement 
of the tip of the bifurcated fibre together with lens L8 allows the sampling of any area of 
choice of the scattering pattern in plane I, and hence of any chosen spatial direction of the 
light scattered by the object, effectively enabling the ISM to perform similar measurements 
as the ARMs presented before. The ISM setup contains several glass components, which 
limits the spectral range to >~400 nm (see chapter 4). 

4. determination of the wavelength-dependent refractive index

One of the central physical properties that is of particular importance for the understanding 
of the optical properties of a biological photonic structure is the value of the refractive 
index (RI) of the material components [2]. A precise knowledge of the wavelength-
dependence (dispersion) is of key value when attempting to perform quantitative modelling 
of the photonic behaviour of a known structure. To determine the dispersion of biological 
materials, we have developed the novel interference microscope technique that is presented 
below.

4.1 Jamin-Lebedeff interference microscopy
Jamin-Lebedeff interference microscopy is a reliable method to determine the refractive 
index value of a material at a given wavelength (see refs. [16-18] and references therein). 
The dispersion of the investigated materials can be determined by immersing the sample 
of investigation in a series of reference fluids with different RI, and then measuring the 
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phase shift of a monochromatic light wave travelling through the photonic material with 
reference to a light wave travelling through the reference medium. A linear fit to the series 
of phase shifts then allows calculation of the RI at each wavelength, thus yielding the 
dispersion of the investigated material. The RI values for different biological substances 
determined by Jamin-Lebedeff interference microscopy largely vary (see figure 6e). Table 
1 presents a summary of RI values for typical materials of biological photonic structures at 
wavelength 589 nm.

Measurement procedure. For Jamin-Lebedeff interference microscopy, samples are, if 
necessary, cut to a relatively small size (~100 µm), put on a glass microscope slide and 
immersed with a RI-matching fluid and covered by a cover-slip. The microscope slides 
with the samples are viewed with the Zeiss Universal Microscope set up for Jamin-Lebedeff 
polarizing interference microscopy. The microscope objective is a Zeiss Pol-Int I 10x/0.22. 
Illumination is provided by a halogen lamp, with specific wavelengths selected by inserting 
narrowband interference filters below the condenser. At each wavelength the analyzer was 
rotated in 20º steps in the range [0°, 240°]. The image density of the photograph, taken at 
each step with a Coolsnap ES monochrome camera was evaluated with ImageJ; and the 
resulting data was further analyzed in Matlab or Origin. 

The Jamin-Lebedeff interferometer uses two perpendicularly polarized beams. One beam 
passes a transparent reference medium, with (real) refractive index nr, and the other 
passes the object, with complex refractive index no. The beams are then combined and 
pass a quarter-wave plate and a rotatable analyzer. When the object, with thickness d, is 
homogeneous, the intensity of the resulting light beam varies sinusoidally (see figure 6d) 
according to the function I = a cos2 (α – Δα) + b, where α is the angle of the analyzer, the 
amplitude a = T½ , with T the transmittance of the object, b = (1-a)2/4, and Δα is the phase 
angle Δα = π( nr- noR)d/λ, where noR = Re(no) is the real part of the object’s refractive index. 
By measuring a set of at least three different reference fluids, the real part of the RI of the 
investigate structure, noR, can be derived by a linear fit to the obtained phase shifts.

material RI Reference
air 1 [19]
water 1.333 [19]
chitin 1.542 [16]
keratin 1.551 [16]
melanin 1.78 (depending on concentration) Chapter 5 & ref. [17] 

Table 1: Refractive index values of biological substances comprising biological photonic nanostructures, given 
at a wavelength of 589 nm.
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Figure 6: Jamin-Lebedeff 
interference microscopy. 
(a-d) Illustrative measure-
ments of an isolated glass 
scale of Graphium sarpedon, 
showing in three images for 
three angular positions of the 
analyzer differing by 60° of 
a scale immersed in a fluid 
with refractive index 1.46 at 
546 nm (a-c). (d) Normalized 
intensity as a function of the 
analyzer angle, measured 
in two regions of interest, 
one region in the scale (red 
curve) and the other adjacent 
to it (black curve), which are 
shifted along the abscissa axis 
by a negative analyzer angle difference, Δα, indicating that the refractive index of the scale is >1.46.  (e) 
Dispersion of biological materials. Real part of the refractive index of (butterfly) chitin, (bird) keratin and (bird) 
melanin as a function of wavelength together with Cauchy function fits. The melanin refractive index spectrum 
was measured from the occipital feather of the bird of paradise Lawes’ parotia (see chapter 5). Note the strong 
dispersion of the materials.
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method aims and advantages disadvantages measured 
variables

Structural methods

SEM Used for imaging surfaces or 
(broken) interiors of samples.

Good sputtering of upmost 
importance. Cross-section view 
is not truly 2D, projection issues.

Ultrastructure

TEM

Used for imaging ultramicro-
tomed thin sections of embedded 
samples. Accurate quantification 
of ultrastructure is possible. 
TEM tomography allows 3D 
reconstruction.

Very time consuming. Sample 
has to be embedded carefully to 
minimise dehydration effects. 
Sample fixing and staining is of 
high importance.

Ultrastructure

AFM

Used for creating topological 
maps of the surface of a 
structure. Gives insight into local 
roughness and curvature.

Only the surface is measurable. 
Does not allow imaging of 
surface features with sudden 
height changes.

Surface 
topology

Spectral methods

Bifurcated 
probe

Used to quickly measure the 
(relative) reflectance spectrum 
of a large number of samples or 
different loci on one sample.

Relative measurement, no angle- 
and polarisation-dependency. Rλ

Integrating 
sphere

Used to measure light scattering 
from or through samples, 
absorbance. Absolute reflectance 
is measurable.

No angle- and polarisation-
dependency, due to usage of 
optical fibres, no short-time 
dynamics. Absorbance only from 
dry samples.

Rλ,Tλ,Aλ 

MSP

Used to measure local scattering 
properties, i.e. (relative) 
reflectance and transmittance 
from single scales. The 
absorbance of a pigment can 
be measured when samples are 
immersed in RI-matching fluid. 

Relative measurement, no 
polarisation-dependency. Rλ,Tλ,Aλ

ARMs

Used to measure angle- and 
polarisation-dependent light 
scattering from photonic 
samples. 

Extremely laborious and time-
consuming to sample large 
angular areas and thus a large 
fraction of the BRDF.

Rλ,pol(ωin,ωout)

Imaging 
scatterometer

Used to image and measure 
hemispherically the angle- and 
polarisation-dependent scatte-
ring from photonic samples 
by applying point source, 
arbitrary-sized or hemispherical 
illumination. Spectral measure-
ments possible.

Large samples have to be 
broken. Spectra have a narrow 
wavelength-range.

RGB/BW-
image of 
BRDF

Rλ,pol(ωin,ωout)

Determination of the refractive index

JL 
interference 
microscopy

Used to determine the dispersion 
of biological materials.

The composition of the 
sample has to be known. Time 
consuming.

nλ

Table 2: Summary of the aims and advantages, disadvantages and measured variables of the different physical 
methods used for the investigation of biological photonic systems
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5. summary

In this chapter, we have presented various experimental tools and devices to investigate 
biological photonic structures that are used to determine the general light scattering 
properties as well as the RI of the material components. From the presentation, it should 
be clear that there is no single, universal technique that allows a direct characterisation of 
photonic structures, but rather that a combination of multiple techniques is needed in order 
to elucidate the photonic properties of the investigated structure.

All presented techniques have to work together to gain a proper understanding of the 
applied photonic principles. Table 2 offers an overview of the (dis-)advantages and the 
extracted parameters from each of the presented techniques, and thus should serve as a 
guide to allow effective researches of photonic structures.
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